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Thursday, June 6, 1963 

JouNsons PLEA 

- ‘Let us A as 

. our hearts’ 
* President Johnson expressed these thoughts last 
an in an address ‘to. the American people on the 

,00ting of Senator Robert Kennedy 

Tonight, our nation faces, once again, the con- 
stjuences of lawlessness, hatred and unreason in 
tte ‘midst. 

«; It would be wrong — it would be self-decep- 
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tive —. to ignore the connection between that law- 

It would-be just as wrong — just’as self de- 
ceptive — to conclude from this act that our 
country itself is sick — that it has lost its balance, 
its: sense of direction, even.its common decency. 

- Two hundred million Americans did not strike 
déwn. Robert Kennedy last night — any more 
than they struck down President John F. Kennedy 

. in 1963 or Martin Luther King in April of this 

year. 
=~ But those awful events gave us ample warn- 

ing. 
a That in-a climate of extremism, of disre- 

spect for law, of contempt for the rights of others 
a ‘violence may bring down the very best among 
us: 

“And a-nation that tolerates violence in any 
form cannot expect to be able to confine it to mi- 
nor outbursts. 

My fellow citizens: We can not, we must not 
tolerate the sway of violent men among us. 

-' We must not permit men filled with hatred, 
atid careless of innocent lives, to dominate our | 

lo 

stfects and fill our homes with fear. : 
ai. We cannot sanction the appeals of violence,. 

m5 matter what its cause, no- matter what the 
grievance from which it springs. - 

* There is never — never any justification for | 
the violence that tears at the fabric of our nation- 

"al ‘life: 

#<—That inspires such fear in peaceful citizens 
that they arm themselves with deadly weapons; 

—That sets citizen against citizen or ‘group 
against group. | 

A great nation can guarantee freedom for its 
people, and the hope of. progressive change only 

under the rule of law. 
Let us — for God’s sake — resolve to live un- 

der the law. . 
- Let us put an end to violence — and to the 

preaching of violence. 
Let us purge‘the hostility from our hearts — 

and practice moderation with our tongues. Let us 
begin — in the aftermath of this tragedy, to find a 
way to reverence life, to protect it, to extend its 
promise to. all our People. 

We need oun law too 
* Security arrangements for Prime Minister Tru- 

dean have been tightened as a result of the ‘at- 

tempted assassination of Senator Robert Kennedy. . 
* But makeshift arrangements for a few days or 

feekss 
more adequate action is required. 

“In Canada, as in the United States, our society 

is free and open. Elections here, indeed the very 
pelitical system is based on close and frequent 
gpntact between the masses and those seeking or 
ogeupying seats of power. 

# Here, as in the U.S., it is. easy for anyone to 
wy a gun. This may have been a factor in boost- 

ing crime, such as bank holdups. 
x. There can obviously be no change from an 
pen, free society to a closed one, where those 
seking or occupying office are shielded from the 
Masses, who are the repositories of power in our 
system. 
3 But there can and should be better control 

over hand guns and automatic weapons which to- 
, day are within easy: reach of all citizens. 
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